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High Growth Capital plc 

(“HGC” or the “Company”) 
 

Completion of Sentiance Transaction 
 

 
The Company is pleased to announce that the transaction announced on 12 April 2019 has now been 
completed:   
 

▪ HGC overall equity holding in Sentiance NV (“Sentiance”), the international AI, machine learning, 
data science and behavioral change company has now increased to 15.0%; and 

▪ HGC has formally entered into a follow-up Acquisition Option providing it with the ability to 
secure a majority stake in Sentiance. 

 

The Directors of HGC accept responsibility for this announcement. 
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About High Growth Capital Plc 

We have a bold vision that the current digital, proprietary content, human connectivity landscape will 
change fundamentally in the years to come.  In the months ahead our plan is to ensure that our Company 
can play a pivotal role in these exciting and tangible opportunities.  Enhanced personalisation, 
individual control of data, connectivity and engagement are likely to result in the emergence of a much 
more inclusive human economy delivering tangible and progressive benefits to all stakeholders. 

 

About Sentiance N.V. 

Powering the Internet of You. 

Sentiance is a data science and behavioral change company turning IOT sensor data into rich insights 
about people’s behavior and real-time context.  These insights enable companies to understand how their 
consumers go through their everyday lives, discover and anticipate moments that matter most and adapt 
their engagement to real-world behavior and real-time context ethically.  We are headquartered in 
Antwerp Belgium and have additional offices in New York, London, Vilnius, Toronto, Shanghai and Tokyo 
(with RMC Softbank).  For further information please follow us on www.sentiance.com 

http://www.sentiance.com/

